Ihsan

Al-Islam
(voluntary submission to God)
(Doing the Five Pillars of Islam)

Al-Iman
(Belief in the six articles of faith of Islam)

Al-Ihsan
("perfection" or "excellence")
(Deployment of righteousness on the Earth)
(Doing good things to people and benefit them)
(Advocate for the oppressed and vulnerable)

and Others.....
Ihsan (or Ehsan or Ahsan or احسن) is an Arabic term meaning "perfection" or "excellence."

In Islam, Ihsan is the Muslim responsibility to obtain perfection, or excellence, in worship, such that Muslims try to worship God (Arabic Allah) as if they see Him, and although they cannot see Him, they undoubtedly believe he is constantly watching over them.

That definition comes from the hadith (known as the Hadith of Gabriel) in which Muhammad states, "[Ihsan is] to worship God as though you see Him, and if you cannot see Him, then indeed He sees you."

(Al-Bukhari and Al-Muslim).

May Allah SWT forgive us our short comings and help us be better Muslims ameen

Advice first and foremost to myself
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